
Comic Writing 101
with Ryan K Lindsay



WHO WANTS TO WRITE 
COMICS?

Subquestion: Any artists here?



New Question:
WHO HAS PUBLISHED 

STUFF SO FAR?
What have you done?



Let’s Talk Story

Do you have an idea or a story?
What if Batman was the villain? - that’s an idea
How could a foot cop assigned to protect 
‘Bruce Wayne’ beat a villain as smart and fluid 
as Batman? - that’s a story



Let’s Talk Story

Your story will make me care, it’ll have 
character at its heart and be about their 
change.
Your idea will make me smirk and nod, but not 
pay attention for 5 issues.
Think about BLACK SCIENCE



Let’s Talk Story

Is your story interesting enough?
Has it been done before?
Is it predictable?
Will it shock me?
Is it awesome?
Does it make sense?



Breaking Story

Take your time breaking story - the first 
narrative choices aren’t always the best.
Try many avenues before you commit to what 
happens next.
Are your character’s making true choices?



Planning V Pantsing

Some people plan and some people pants.
I am most definitely a planner.
Here’s what a story plan usually looks like for 
me.







I’ll write my story outline anywhere from 3-12 
times. Each time, shuffling pages, or what I 
think I can fit into a page.
I like to get this tight before I start scripting.
Then, once it’s tight, I start the script...



Let’s Talk Deep Script Chat

If you want to write a comic then you need to 
learn how to script it because this isn’t prose, or 
poetry, or even the movies.
This is sequential narrative.



Writing A Comic Script

It is hard…
But anyone can do it…
And there are lots of ways to do it…
But there are universal rights and wrongs to the 
doing of it.
Here goes…:



Having An Idea

I’ll assume you have an idea.
If you don’t have one, make it up.
Even just a scene.
This isn’t going to be published.
Dear lord, don’t publish your first comic script.



Script Formatting

There’s no set industry standard to formatting 
your script.
This is awesome and it frees you…
While it also cripples you with doubt.
It’s fun.
Let’s look at some.



This Ed Brubaker script
was the first script I found
online. It hung over my 
desk for years.
It is a good format.





Breaking Down The Panel

Brubaker states the page (CAPS)
Then he states the panel number (numbered)
Then the panel description (for the artist)
Then the dialogue (indented - for the letterer)



Most scripts operate, somewhat, like this.
Let’s quickly look.



Ultimate Spider-Man by Bendis



Casanova by Fraction



Captain America by Rucka



Scalped by Aaron



Watchmen by Moore



My Little Pony by Lindsay



Harold Holt by Lindsay



It’s All Different

So long as you follow the method of:
State the page (CAPS)
State the panel number (numbered)
Panel description (for the artist)
Then the dialogue (indented - for the letterer)

you should be safe



HOWEVER - DIALOGUE ADDENDUM

Very recently, some letterers told me that 
indenting is a pain for their formatting and not 
to do it.
So, the more you know :D

I won’t be indenting again.
HOWEVER, then others said it didn’t matter :|
Do whatever you want :)



Script Toolbox

Once you know the format, there are plenty of 
little tools to help you along the way.
Let’s unpack some...



Script Toolbox - Dialogue

Is what the characters say authentic and 
necessary?
Or are they just saying things to push the story 
where you need it to go?
Your characters should each sound different.



Script Toolbox - Dialogue

Feel free to give your characters different 
things to fill their speech balloons.
Punctuation (!?) works well, as does an ellipsis 
(...) or just an empty balloon.
Feel free to think outside the box.



My Green Wake Page



Script Toolbox - Captions

Captions can be:
- nondiagetic - setting the scene, time, etc
- inner monologue - basically replacing the 

old thoughtballoons
- omniscient narrator

None is right or wrong. But your story should 
match what you choose.



Script Toolbox - Silent Panels

Don’t be afraid to use them. Your words don’t 
need to be everywhere.
Personally, though, I like to consider the 
symmetry, and flow, of the page. Because I’m 
an idiot.



Script Toolbox - Gutters

Gutters are the spaces/gaps between panels.
You can use the gutters to let readers assume 
what happens between two images.
This means you don’t need to do ABCD 
storytelling.



A Script is for the Creative Team

Warren Ellis has written that the script needs to 
be a set of instructions that present the story 
with clarity.
Format helps this.
And your word choices help this.



Format

We’ve covered it.
Though I will add…
Put a page break between each page.
This helps to find pages easily.
CTRL+ENTER



Panel Descriptions

Only give what you need for the artist to be 
able to do their job.
Don’t clog it up with superfluous information, or 
purple prose.
In other words...



Be Like Greg Rucka...



Not Like Alan Moore



Apocrypha states that one of Moore’s scripts 
asked the artist to show a man from behind, 
and then later in the same description asks us 
to be looking into his face.



What To Put In A Panel

One panel on your page should be one 
moment in time. The best moment to help 
move the story.
But it has to work with the entire page. So, 
before you write the first panel...



Think of the Whole Page

When planning a page, I like to think about the 
whole thing before I start.
Know where your page starts and ends.
Once you know ALL that will go in the page, 
you can spread out what needs to be shown to 
deliver that bit of story.



Page Structure

There are many ways to structure a page:
Splash page - one panel
2-5 panels - kinda the norm
6-10 panels - dense storytelling
11+ panels - pushing the friendship



Let Story Inform the Page

You’ll come to know how much story is needed 
on the page…
And how much real estate each moment 
needs.



PAGE ONE - PANEL ONE

That first image has to pop. It has to matter.
Think of your opening panel as being the 
contract you establish with the reader. This sets 
the tone, timbre, and meter of the entire story.
Dan Hill is writing amazing things about 
opening panels at The Weekly Crisis in his 
Opening Contract column.



If you don’t have perfection, just start scripting 
anyway.
It’s a first draft.
You can always edit, shuffle, tweak, massage, 
and change later on.



Some Tips

Some writers plot out the action first, balloons 
second.
Some writers write the dialogue of the scene 
out, then split it between panels.
Choose what suits you and the scene.



Writing is Rewriting

No one publishes their first draft.
Take a week away from your script.
Then read it and flag the parts that make you 
pause. You’ll know them.
Make them better.



When Editing

Look to see if you can crop a panel - can two 
things be merged? Can one thing be dropped 
altogether?
Avoid ABCD storytelling, use your gutters. - the 
reader will fill in the gaps between.



Writing is Rewriting

Don’t be afraid to rewrite a scene completely.
Change the setting, or the POV character, or 
just write something else (something better) 
entirely.
Headspace #6



Finding Artists

Good.
Luck.
Seriously.



Finding Artists

I went years unable to find artists.
Or at least, the right artists for my projects.
It can feel really difficult because you’re no one 
starting out.



Where To Find Artists

Sites like DigitalWebbing and such exist for the 
purpose of hooking you up.
Artists use DeviantArt and Tumblr and their 
sites to host their art.
Browsing can take hours/days/your entire life.



My Tip

Find a rad artist - one good enough to already 
be making some comics and who charges a 
page rate - and then pay them to draw a short 
story of yours.
You’re paying for: professionalism, hitting 
deadlines, quality, and their fanbase.



Breaking In

Put your 60 issue epic away.
Seriously, put it away. Now.
No editor will look at a 60 issue treatment 
seriously from you.
Editors will only look at completed comic work.



Complete Your Comic Work

Start off by doing short stories:
5 page stories are hard to write, are fantastic at 
honing your skill, and are more likely to be 
drawn by an artist.
Then put them up online for free.
Murder Book - Clockwork



One-Shots

A single issue story is hard to tell right, and 
great when pulled off.
It shows editors you’re able to close.
You’ll get an artist to commit.
It’s been done by Sam Humphries, Becky 
Cloonan, and Paul Allor really well.



Progression

After making some shorts (online for free and 
all to see) and a one-shot or two (maybe even 
online for free there, too) and this could take 
YEARS -- then get it in front of the right eyes.



Sharing Your Work

Never spam anyone. Ever.
Seriously.
It’s unprofessional and pretty much never ever 
helps.
Do. Not. Spam.
I know you’re excited, but don’t do it.



Sharing Your Work

Share your book with creators you admire who 
it is reasonable to put into their hands - people 
on your level or maybe one step above.
Give the book to creators at cons - or take 
cards and email/link later.



Meeting Editors

Our best bet at meeting editors here is:
Passing chat on social media
When they come to our cons (relatively 
often)
Through other creators



Meeting Editors

Don’t be pushy.
Always ask.
Be nice.
Follow up politely.
Remember, you matter little to them right now.
Oh, and do good work.



Realistic Expectations

I’ve been taking my writing game seriously 
since 2008.
Writing semi-regularly since 2004.
Writing to some degree all my life.
And that first stuff all stinks. Nearly all of it.
But it’s great practice.



Getting Paid Gigs

Do years of decent stuff.
Be nice.
Get lucky in the right place at the right time.
Ghost Town op.
MLP op.
Headspace op.



Inspiration

Walk away from the writing.
Read books, comics, articles, everything.
Watch movies, TV (oh, man, TV right now!), 
stuff online.
BUT!
Always create more than you watch.



Every Day

And write every day.
Even if just ten minutes at lunch.
Write every day and every day it gets easier.



I Could Go All Day

There are so many things we could discuss or 
debate about writing today.
I have presented what I believe to be the basics 
and I hope they help you.



Are There Any 
QUESTIONS?



WRITE.

:)


